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independent student press

Female newswriters
face terror, editors
While women are a
common target, other
forces menace careers
By Megan Yodzis
REPORTER

When college slEidenis want to
go lo a different country to study
abroad, they need nothing more
than a passport. When a person
from Tunisia, for example, wants
to come to America, along with
a green card, they need to obtain
a "prestigious grant" from
their country.
At least that's what Fatma
Azzouz, assistant professor
in the school of communication studies, had to do in order
to come teach in the United
States. Azzouz spoke about her
experience yesterday during
the Brown Bag Luncheon in the
Women's Center.
The "grant" she received is
given to students in other coun-

tries who wish to come to America
to teach. Azzouz made her way
here by participating in the Global
Vision Project. She is affiliated in
the part which educates people
about her country, Tunisia
Azzouz's chosen teaching topic
is female journalists in Arab countries. There are many female journalists out there who are Arab,
she said.
"1 didn't realize that the field
of journalism is so important to women." said Jessica
Kwiatkowski, senior.
While alot of the female journalists in the early years were unsuccessful because of discrimination
issues, according to Azzouz there
were a couple of success stories.
A famous female journalist by the
name of Amina A! Saied was "very
lucky." Saied had a total of 60 years
in the field and was the first female
professional Egyptian journalist.
BROWN BAC. PAGE 2

Station will need new
equipment to function
By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER

i,

Keeping up with current lechnology can be pricey.
But for 88.1 WBGU-FM. the rate
of making updates necessary to
continue operating is costing the
station $130,000.
According to WBGU general
manager Stephen Merrill, this
is why the station launched its
second annual fundraising event
last week.
This week, staff members are
taking calls from listeners and
accepting donations to cover the
cost of switching to FCC-mandated digital broadcasting by 2009.
The on-air event runs through
March 5.
"We're not facing budget cuts.

just pressure to keep up with technological trends," Merrill said.
Even though the Student Budget
Committee granted WBGU
$22,475 last week. Merrill said this
amount is nowhere near what the
station needs to adapt to technological advances in the field.
To make the conversion to
digital broadcasting, Merrill said
the station needs all new equipiiii'iit. indudinga new transmitter,
which powers the station's signal, a
new modulator and antenna that
can handle the new signal and an
audio console.
The» items cost nearty $ 130.000
and according to Merrill, WBGU
has no choice but to make the
WBGU. PAGE 2

WARNED AND DANGEROUS: Officials knew
about several Katrina risks beforehand; PAGE 5
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LISTENING IN: lonie Gibbs, co-owner of Cornerstone Christian Books and Gilts, listens to an Amy Grant CD at their listening station.
"The listening station is very popular with our young customers." Gibbs said. "They'll stay back here for hours."

Faith goes on sale
in downtown BG
New store fills market
hole with Christian
books, clothing, goods
By Brian Pauline
REPORTER

Patron lane Barton looks at a
revolving stand of bookmarks
surrounded by hooks, frames and
cards in one of Bowling Green's
newest stores.
Without the presence of a
Christian bookstore in BG for 10
years, she and other shoppers
would travel to Toledo and surrounding areas to buy Christianbased merchandise.
"I'm impressed; I'm just
glad we've got one in UWI,"
Barton said.
Cornerstone Christian Books
and Gifts,_ located at 141 S. Main
St.. opened in December and
boasts a full array of faith-based
products. Geared toward shoppers of all ages, Cornerstone
carries books, T-shirts, stickers,
CDs, DVDs, cards and gifts for the
Christian consumer.

By Nikki lardine
RIP0RTER

Jordan Flower BG Nem

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

BOOKSTORE.PAGE 2
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HELPING OUT: Michael Gibbs III. 6, helps his parents, the owners of
Cornerstone Christian Books and Gifts, by placing stamps on their
outgoing mail. He is usually in charge of tidying up the Kids' Corner.

Natural gas prices to give less'ouch'
Most-used provider
will drop rates by 15
cents vvithin March

BORDOGNI MANIAC: Stefan Stolarchuck, a euphonium player
for the University's top wind ensemble, played last night in the
Symphonic Band at Moore Musical Arts Center.
,

Owners Michael and lonie
Gibbs started the independent
venture to help people grow
in lln'ir faith, and it has seen a
steady growth of business.
"I thought this would be an
opportunity lo do something until
basically I could define my calling better, but I've always enjoyed
business," Michael said.
With what his wife lonie defines
as an entrepreneurial spirit, the
couple set out to start the first
Christian book store in Bowling
Green in a decade.
According
to
Michael,
Cornerstone tries to have a larger
selection of faith-based products and have a knowledgeable
BOO who know the merchandise.
The Gibbs try to draw a clear line
between the (hristian and secular
world though with their products.
"When you go into retail stores,
you might be able to buy a lames
Dobson book, but right next to it
you might be able to buy 'The Da
Vinci Code.' Which, for Christians

The effects hurricanes Katrina
and Rita had on the price of
natural gas will no longer show
up on your Columbia Gas bill.
Gas is measured in Ccf
units, which measures how
much gas is in 100 cubic feet
of space. Ccfs are counted on
the meters located outside the
house or apartment.
The price per Ccf, before tax
and transportation charges,
from Ian. 31 to Feb. 28 was $1.28
and has now dropped to $1.13,
which is in effect until March
29, 2006. The average number
of CCF's used can range anywhere from 80 to 150 around
this time of year.
Imagine the difference that
price drop would make when
filling a 10 gallon gas tank in a
car or truck and then multiply
that by eight.
The rates per month since

November 2005 have jumped
up and down from just over
$1.28/Ccfs all the way up to
S1.36/Ccfs, until now. The
price last February, however,
was about $0.89/Ccf.
Nancy lee. office manager at
S. Smith Contracting. LLC said
the rates for the apartments
with all utilities included in the
rent were raised an average of
about SI0 per month, due to the
rise in the actual cost of gas.
Lee said Steve Smith, owner,
is "really good about working
with tenants," as he switched
the heating to electric in two
different apartments that did
not have utilities included, to
try1 to help the tenants avoid t he
high cost of gas heating.
Mark Chamberlin. senior,
lives in a four bedroom house
on Summit, which costs him
and his roommates about
$400 a month for gas. Before
last November, Chamberlin
said the roommate in charge of
the gas hill wouldn't ask them
for money because "it was so
cheap — it was about $20. so
we'd just bring him some food

FRIDAY

THE COST GOES UP, THE COST GOES DOWN
The price of gas per Cct unit per month (before taxes and transportation charges) from November 2005 through February 2006 compared
to November 2004 thtough February 2005
Month

Price per Ccf

November 2004
December 2004
January 2005
February 2005
March 2005
November 2005
December 2005
January 2006
February 2006
March 2006

$1.11
$1.15
$1.22
$1.11
SI 10
$1.29
$1.29
$1.36
$1.28
$1.13

(my Deri mj BG News

Source: www poco Ohio RGV/

from work."
Although the price of gas
didn't play into Chamberlin's
housing decision, he said it
has in the prior school year.
Although it won't affect his
decision about where to live
in the future, it will affect the
salary he expects from a job,
he said.
Fay Coutinho, senior, lives

in a three bedroom apartment
on the third floor has gas bills
teetering around $100 the last
couple of months. This is her
first apartment where utilities
are not included in the rent.
Coutinho said that the price of
gas "would definitely play into
Iherl decision about where to
GAS RATES. PAGE 2
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Volunteers get prizes Speaker tells of female journalism
WBGU, FROM PAGE 1

upgrade. The U.S. government
experts all radio stations to comply mil) tin- digital broadcasting
system by 2009, and at that time,
the analog system that WBXIII
currently uses will be obsolete.
Merrill said if they are unable
to meet the deadline, the station
would have to resort to a Webcastonly format.
The fundraiser pulled in S2.532
from listeners during its first
week, which Merrill said is about
half of what he expects the station
will earn.
"We'd love to raise more, but we
realize what's reasonable with the
size of our community," he said.
local businesses have also given
the fundraiser a boost, donating
prizes for listeners and focxl for the
volunteers who stall the phones.
All businesses that give to the fund
drive receive free on-air mentions
for their support.
Because Merrill doesn't expect
the fundraising earnings to cover
all expenses, he said WBGU
would also pursue grants from
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting to meet their
financial goals. CPU is allocat-

ing money each year until 200!)
for radio stations to convert to
digital broadcasting.
Merrill said as soon as WBGU
has the hinds to go digital, it will.
"Mfe want to do it as soon as
possible." he said. "We're rapidly approaching the end of this
timeline."
With 80 to 90 stalf marital
using the studio, Miller said much
of the equipment is worn, dated
and breaking down and that students need the chance to leant to
use the new equipment.
"The studio itself is a learning
center," Miller said. "Without it,
students won't get the hands-on
experience they need. Radio in a
few years won't lie anything like
it is now."
Miller hopes the fundraiser is a
success because it shows support
for the station in general.
"Bowling Green is lucky to have
an independent, local station that
It i in t ions 24 hours a day," she said.
"It doesn't seem like a lot of other
colleges have that."
Iiliuir's Note: liSUnm am
donate to ihefiwil drive through
Atari/ 5 by catling toll-five 8887-WBGUFM or the hail number
■119-372-4836.

BROWN BAG, FROM PAGE 1
Azzouz said.
It only got better with time
according to statistics that Azzouz
compiled in 2001 that looked at
70 countries.

"By this time in North America,
55 percent of (broadcast joumalistsl and 36 percent of reporters
were women," she said.
There were many obstacles
female journalists had to go
through to get where they are
li xlav, according to Azzouz.
Some i if the obstacles included

gender discrimination, censorship inequality in pay and coverage opportunities,
"When it came to big events,
(the editors] prefer to send men as
to women," Azzouz said.
The civil war in Algeria also
took a fatal toll on female journalists, during which time it was
the most dangerous place for any
journalist to be.
"Nine female journalists were
killed by terrorists in the 10 years
that this civil war was going on,"
Azzouz said. She then turned
to a quote by fellow journalist,

Mouloud Benmohamed, who
further explained why women
journalists were most targeted.
"(Terrorists! started attacking
women because they're a symbol," said Benmohamed." Women
are the backbone of the family. If
you terrorize women, you terrorize the whole society."
Violence was major in the civil
war, but for the most part it was
directed purely at the women.
"1 couldn't believe there was so
much violence going on directed
just at the women journalists,"
Kwiatkowski said.

Store draws Christian crowd
BOOKSTORE. FROM PAGE 1

who aren't strong in their faith,
that might set them backalittle
bit." Michael said.
While the merchandise
is clearly defined between
Christian and non-Christian
products, it varies in
demographics.
"We try to reach all ages. We

try to have a good selection of
music and we're still increasing
that, just drawing everybody
that wt can," lonie said.
By putting catalogues in the
Sentinel Tribune and advertising on a Toledo Christian radio
station, the Gibbs are trying to
advertise in the future. By networking with area churches
and selling concert tickets, the

College Doesn't Get
Any Better Than This!
THE ENCLAVE
I & II APARTMENTS
Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment Home
2 Resort Style Pools and 3 Hot Tubs
24-Hour Computer Lab
HUGE 24-Hour Fitness Center
Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
Free Internet in Every Bedroom
3 Free Ultra Bulb Tanning Domes
Private Shuttle To and From Campus
AND IT IS ALL INCLUDED!
/

M9-353-5100
www.ColleqeParkWeb.com

Gibbs hope to draw in a wide
array of customers.
"The most common response
we get from customers is they
are so glad they don't have to
drive to Toledo We get that a
lot," lonie said
Cornerstone has listening
stations where patrons can
preview CDs by scanning them
and listening to them on headphones or peek at the top ten
Christian charts.
In the future the Gibbs hope
to install a coffee bar and wireless Internet access to strengthen the atmosphere and attract
more business. But right now
they are content with spreading
the word about Cornerstone.
"It's not like were doing this
for the profit, we're doing it
because we love the ministry,"
Michael said.
Cornerstone will have its ribbon cutting ceremony on March
1 and will have refreshments
and door prizes.
AssociatetrainerStuartCole
at neighboring Panera, has
been enjoying the increased
shoppers.
"I think it's great, we need
more foot traffic downtown,"
Cole said.
Cornerstone is open
Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. - 8 p.m.

With all these bad events taking
place, things could only improve,
and they did. A female journalist by the name of Mahassen alEman was the first "official" recognized female journalist.
"Most Arab countries give a
professional card to journalists to
go cover an event," Azzouz said.
Eman was one of the
women journalists who first
obtained this.
There was also Caroline Faraj.
who was the first woman journalist in lordan to graduate with an
actual degree in journalism.

Insulation still
a good idea as
gas price falls
GAS RATES, FROM PAGE 1

rent in the future."
Alex Wright, senior, lives in
a house where all utilities are
included. The house is owned
by his father, who Wright and his
roommates pay rent to.
"Even though I don't directly
pay for gas now, since I have a
nice situation renting from my
father, 1 would have to say, yeah,
I will consider it in the future,"
Wright said.
Wright said friends have
expressed discontentment
with the price of gas, which is
coupled with housing issues.
"High gas prices plus poorly
insulated houses is an issue for
students time and time again,"
Wright said.
As far as the insulation goes
in Smith's properties, I.ee said
"when he renovates a house,
he does it right. He strips them
down to nothing and completely
redoes them."
When compared to 'rentals
from lohn Newlove Reality, Inc.
and Mecca Management Inc., S.
Smith Contracting, \li'. has the
most rental properties where utilities are included (at least eight).

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

706 Napolean Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(Formerly Sterling Enclave)
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"Home away from Home"
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calendar of events

9 a. m. - S pin
Wood County Corps Recruitment
Days
Wood County Corps has full and
part time opportunities starting
immediately and in September '06.
For more irrtormation contact: Ed
Newman, v»oodcorps@bgsu.edu
204South Hall
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
WBGU-FM Fundraiser
WBGU-FM 88.1 wril be selling
WBGU-FM T-shirts and sweatshirts
for a fund drive
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Apollo Night Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Data Collection for Psych Study
Sponsored by the Psychology
Department
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Info Table
Sponsored by the Latter Day Saints
Student Association
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Nest Promotion and Sampling
Sponsored by Dining Services
Union Lobby
11 a.m. 2 p.m.
Dodge Ball Tournament Information
Sponsored by the American
Marketing Association
Union Lobby

11 am-3. p.m.
Eating Disorders Week Display
Sponsored by Bacchus/Gamma
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-3 p.m
Wood County Corps Member
Recruitment
Sponsored by Partnerships for
Community Action
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Brown Bag Lunch With Bishop Blair.
Join us for a sit down lunch with
Bishop Blair. Bring your lunch and
enjoy coffee, desserts and great
conversation.
314 Unm
Noon - 4 p.m.
Raffle for Football Signed by Omar
Jacobs
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Union Lobby
1 - 5 p.m.
Never Again - Drunk Driving
Awareness
Sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi
Union Lobby
5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Native American Unity Council
Meeting
As always, all are welcome. You
can stay for a few minutes or for
the entire meeting, whatever your
schedule will allow.
Union Multicultural Lounge
7:30 p.m.
USG Elections Information Session
Are you interested in running for
office? Whether you want to run for
President or Senator. USG is looking
for people to join for the 2006-2007
school year.
318 Union
8 p.m.
Festival Series: Mozarteum
Orchestra of Salzburg
Festival Series sponsored by the
College of Musical Arts at BGSU.
Moom Musical Arts Center
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New grad retention bill
Proposal may give
universities money
based on graduation
By Lisa Early
lEPOttti
Ohio Senators Joy Padgett and
Randy Gardner introduced a new
bill proposal in January that may
have a significant impact on the
graduation rates of four-year universities in the state.
The new graduation rate-hased
incentives program would help
financially reward those schools
that show marked increases from
year to year.
"It's an idea called Invest in
Success'," Padgett said of the proposal. "It's not in legislative form
yet because we are still trying to
gather information."
Gardner said he feels strongly
about the proposal and believes
universities play an important
role in getting this bill passed.
"Universities must be very
student-focused if legislation is
going to provide new money,"
Gardner said.
Gardner was concerned that
the community is not focused
on education, which could effect
whether the bill passes.
The proposal has good support
from the higher education community and the General assembly," he said. "But there are still
some people who don't understand how necessary higher education is.
The "Invest in Success" proposal would first provide funding incentives based on actual
student course completion and
graduation rates. It would then
provide greater opportunities for
high school students to earn college credits.

The proposal would also offer a she found it partially disturbing
"I think it's important that we
"I am concerned that this pro- have more college graduates in
more rigorous college preparatory
curriculum to better prepare high posal, if passed, may put pres- Ohio," he said. "But I'm not sure
school graduates while reducing sure on the high school years," this is the best way to do it."
she said.
college remediation costs.
Merritt, however, has faith in
Finally, new or expanding
Merritt said the proposal could her faculty colleagues.
efforts to replace tuition through force students to put a lot more
School administrators aren't
scholarships and grants would focus on their schoolwork, and the only ones who posed opinbe provided.
that they then may not want to ions and concerns about the proThe proposal promotes exten- involve themselves in extracur- posed bill.
sive education in high
ricular activities and
Danielle lones, junior and eduschool so that students
may become
cation major, does not
will no longer need
overwhelmed.
agree with the proposal.
remedial course work in
The
pro"I feel that this proposcollege, which essentialposal is
a
al will be more benefipositive step
ly adds to thei r projected
cial to the schools than
graduation, according
in trying to
the students," she said.
to Padgett.
better educaSome other concerns
The plan is to couple
tion, but there
she had included where
higher education and Ksome risks
the funds received for
JOY PADGETT are
RANDY
involved, said
12 education to provide
graduation rate-based
SENATOR
GARDNER
maximum awareness
SimonMorganincentives would go
SENATOR
of the benefits of higher
Russell, associand how it could be
education, which would include ate dean of the College
assured that students
on-campus encouragement of of Arts and Sciences.
are not just going to be passed
young children and their families
"Ithinkthattheintentionsare along so that the schools can
pretty good," he said. However, receive the funding.
to plan for college.
In Ohio 56% percent of first he is concerned some colleges
'The overall idea is good." Jones
year full-time students in public may make it easier for stu- said. "But there are some factors,
and private four year universities dents to graduate by lowering such as dishonesty, that should
complete their bachelor's degree their standards.
be taken into consideration."
in six years, which is slightly
higher than the national average
of 54% percent, according to a
2005 report from the Pell Institute
for the Study of Opportunity in
IligherHducation.
The emphasis on the success of
students is important, said Nancy
Merritt, dean of the College of
Business Administration.
"I think it is necessary to motiBuy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Gat 2 FREEI
E
vate students towards-that goal,"
www soo*«te« com • 419 352 8639
"P 2 2*06
she said.
Although Merritt was enthusi"Where The Party Starts"
astic about the proposal, she said
www.southside6.com • 419.352.8639

Got the munchies? We got the Deals!

2FREE6YR0S!
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Doing a Research Project and Don't Know Where to
Start?
YOUR LIBRARY CAN HELP!

NEWI9VE
Rentals

RESEARCH PROJECT CLINICS
For Undergraduate Students

f

March 13-April 7
MONDAY - FRIDAY
CALL: (419) 372-6943

Please schedule at least one day before desired
appointment.
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320 Elm St: Two bedroom furnished apartments. Large spacious rooms,
tenant pays electric, FREE WATER AND SEWER.
801-803 Fifth St: Two bedroom furnished apartments with balconies and patios.
Tenant pays electric and gas. FREE WATF.R AND SEWER.
520 E. Reed St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays electric.
507 E. Merrv St: Large two bedroom furnished apartments across from campus.
FREE WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays electric.

EKM*

;
Mi
«>i :,>.'
liPi|J','ni(ioiir>|

Make your appointment today!

Visit inn only office; Mewlove Management1 Services
(32 South Main IH..OII -H402<-m> *5 2-5620

419-352-7691

ENDORSEMENTS TO BE CONSIDERED

2006 DEMOCRATS
FOR A BETTER OHIO
OFFICIAL WOOD COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
SCREENING ENDORSEMENT MEETING
Tonight!!! • 7:30 p.m.
BGHS Cafeteria
530 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green
Candidates on right are listed by office and alphabetically.
A candidate may designate a surrogate speaker. Only WCDP committee
members may vote and participate in Q & A.
Time limitations for candidate speeches and Q & A will be strictly enforced.
Endorsement Procedure
1. When the meeting is called to order at 7:30 p.m., the Chair will recognize those
candidates that are unopposed in the May 2, 2006 Primary who will not speak. A
motion to endorse the list of unopposed candidates will be entertained.
2. Candidates in contested primary contests:
A. Each candidate may speak for up to five (5) minutes:
B. O & A will follow after all the candidates in a race haves spoken. The total time for
Q & A for each race shall be no more than five (5) minutes times the number of
candidates in a race. One (1) minute response from each candidate on each
question. (Brief questions - not speeches!)
C. At the conclusion to each Q & A, the question will then automatically put to the body
by voice vote • standing if necessary: "Shall the WCDP endorse in this race?"
D. Assuming the answer to foregoing question is affirmative, there then will be a
standing vote for each candidate in the race and the count of the tellers shall be
announced.
E. The candidate receiving the most votes shall be declared the endorsed candidate
of by the WCDP.
Note: The Chair, as a member ol the committee, has the right to vote on all committee
issues including the endorsement of candidates. Historically, the current Chair has
elected not to make candidate recommendations to the body nor has he participated in
endorsement votes. As is his right, the Chair, however, reserves the right to do so and will
cast the deciding vote in case of a tie.
www. woodcodemocrats. org
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"Women who are thinking about ending
a pregnancy are not asking, 'Is this a life?'
They know that it is. They are asking, 'Can
I take care of this baby?'"
Kirstcn Moore of the Reproductive Hcakh 'technologies Project
(amhcdumi]
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OPINION

College papers face censorship
Without attaching an opinion,
ihi' Supreme Court let stand a
decision by tlic Seventh District
c JHirt of Appeals involving a student newspaper and Covemors
State University, a public universit\ 111 Illinois, hist week.
jt'iii I'orchc, Margaret llosty
and Steven Barba sued the dean
of student affairs. Patricia Carter,
in 2001 after she stopped printinn because news stories and
editorials were Critical of the
administration.
I lie 7-1 decision exempted

YOU DECIDE
Do you think college administrators should be allowed to censor
student newspapers? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.
Carter from the lawsuit, and
said because die paper was produced under GSU. they could
make the decisions.
The Innovator, which began in
1971, hasn't published since.

What's particularly alarming
about this case was the reasoning behind the decision. The
Court of Appeals used the 1988
Supreme Court decision of
Hazelwood School District
v. Kuhlmcier.
In this case, the school's principal had removed two articles
from the paper on divorce and
teenage pregnancy; because of
how younger students might
he impacted.
The Supreme Court agreed
and said his actions did not vio-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students not
backing off of
insurance plan
Students are not finished with
the debate of taking abortion out
of the insurance plan.
lust because a lid News
reporter says the light is over
doesn't mean that those in
opposition arc defeated. We
were labeled "complain|ers|"
by Ms. Kent, but we're fighting
for a cause, standing up for our
rights and acting to have our
voice heard.
Many are not listening, such
as (ilenn Fgclman, director and
chief physician at the Health
("enter, who says he's only heard
one student complain.
I'm a member of the opposition force that has been organizing a "coalition for change."
Our attempts to stop this may
have hit one barrier, but we are

not finished.
We've collected hundreds
of signatures from students
and gotten letters from faculty,
staff, campus groups, state and
national organizations. We have
been in contact with many public officials at all levels of government who have been supportive.
We organized a rally for March
13, but we may be too late. A
closed-door meeting will occur
with the Board of Trustees to
decide the final outcome on
Friday. We'll attempt to have
the Board hear our voices. If the
board does not wish to open
their doors to die students they
serve, we will take further action.
The USG Web site does not
have the Resolution or the voting record of the senators. The
I lealth Advisory Committee
has not made it available for
students The abortion policy
itself would haw been ignored
had students not brought it to
the forefront for debate. 'I"he
University continues to pull the

wool over our eyes and we are
not going to stand for it.
Schools including the
University of Connecticut,
University of Massachusetts,
University of Virginia, Ohio State
University and many others have
similar plans. They do not have
abortion coverage, and their programs are successful.
Why must students be forced
to be part of something that is
against many of their religious
views, when as easily, and
more cheaply, it could have
been left out?
Your University leaders are
not listening to you. They aren't
giving you the information.
Your Board of Trustees is having
closed-door meetings and your
student newspaper is denouncing this fight for change as a
mere one-student "complaint."
What else aren't they telluig you?

Opinion Columnist
To party, or not to party:
That is the question.
Residents in New Orleans
appropriately responded by
turning out by the thousands to
celebrate l-at Tuesday.
Bourbon Street roared with
life as Louisiana celebrated
its first Mardi Ciras since
Hurricane Katrina.
The stonn tore across the Gulf
Coast, killing more than 1.300
licople and leaving billions of
dollars ui property damage. New
(h li MI is was one of the areas
hardest hit. The city suffered
massive flooding as levees broke
and water covered about 80 percent of the Big Easy.
Many people were left wondering if the city, known for its
Mardi Gras festivities, would
have anything to celebrate
this year.
11 in i K ai ie Katrina was strong
but tradition is stronger and the
city's ritual continued even amid
controversy.
Some refugees chased away
by Katrina were enraged that the
parades took place on Tuesday.
They felt the decision to go
through with Mardi Gras despite
the condition of New Orleans
was irresponsible.
But keeping die Mardi Gras

tradition alive was the best thing
that could have happened. By
celebrating Mardi Gras. residents
are not ignoring the fact that
New Orleans still faces many
problems On the contrary, festivities draw attention to these
problems and bring more news
coverage to the area.
The parades emphasize the
fact that, while the city is making progress, assistance is still
needed.
I would hate to see what
would have happened if the city
had not celebrated.
The event allows residents to
get their minds off the past and
set their sights on the future.
Filling the French Quarter
with people clad in beads and
wild costumes is a sign of hope
and perseverance.
Not celebrating Mardi Gras
would be admitting defeat.
Many residents agree. They
came together to show the
nation that while they may be
down, they are not out. They
also have a sense of humor.
Among the costumed people
parading down Bourbon Street
were locals dressed as tarps,
sandbags and levee inspectors.
They were not poking fun at
their situation, but rather serving
as a reminder of all they have
been through.
Not only has Mari Gras
helped lift spirits and give residents something to smile about,
but the celebration is also a

B MOSER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210Westllall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

much needed step in the healing process.
It was important for New
Orleans to observe Fat Tuesday
so die natural process of rebuilding could take its course.
Sitting around and reminiscing about last year would only
cause residents further depression. Instead of sulking, the city
made the right move in celebrating Mardi Gras. It reveals that
they arc still proud to be residents of New Orleans.
"Katrina did a lot of bad things.
But it has done something
to give the residents of New
Orieans a fresh love for tiieir city,"
11 ii11si,ma Mayor, Ray Nagin said.
Mardi Gras brings with it a
needed sense of familiarity and
security in uncertain times.
The celebration also brings
tourists to the area, which will
help to revive the struggling
economy. If New Orieans is ever
to be the prospering city it once
was, carrying on with business
as usual is necessary.
The goal is not to forget the
devastation the city has seen,
but to press on toward the future
with an optimistic attitude.
Tuesday's events were certainly heart-warming and inspiring
The festivities stand as a sign
that as the city grows stronger,
New Orleans will party on for
years to come.
Send comments to Taylor at
tdcopel@bgsu.edu

LAREN WEBER MANAGING EDITOR
BRIDGET THARP CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
HOUY ABRAMS CITY NEWS EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA FEATURES EDITOR
MATT CLARK IN FOCUS EDITOR
1ESS WAGNER FUSE EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE DESIGN EDITOR
AMY DEHRING ONLINE EDITOR
RYAN AUTULLO SPORTS EDITOR
ERKBZYMEKOPNON EDITOR
JULIE DIFRANCO PHOTO EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNARD COPY CHIEF

In general, administrators
have had a "hands off*' policy
with the editorial decisions of
college newspapers.
That can change because of
this ruling. It opens the door
to censorship of college newspapers.
If administrators at other
public universities start deciding
what their student newspapers
can and cannot publish, everyone loses.
The student newspaper would
no longer be a valuable tool to

promote and support sound
journalistic practices.
Censorship is contrary to
what most student publications
strive to do — to inform their
readers and promote discussion about important issues on
and off campus.
Even the threat of censorship changes the way a student
newspaper is run — and these
challenges must be met.
As the press goes, so does
democracy.

PEOPLE Civil rights leader
ON THE STREET vents on America
Ni
Should college
administrators have
a say in what college
papers print?

w
JAFARY FAFARA
FRESHMAN, BIOLOGY

"Yes, these things
are official and they
should be monitored."

MIKE WOODALL
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
mwoodal@bgsu.edu

New Orleans: 'down but not ouf
TAYLOR
COPELAND

late the students' rights.
The Supreme Court should've
heard this case because of differences between high school and
college newspapers.
Suice high school papers are
usually pan of the school's curriculum, administrators have the
authority to regulate content.
Many college papers are independent from the universities
they represent, so staff decides
the content.
The Innovator should've been
given diat right.

BEN STEBING
SENIOR, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

"Yes, they should work
together to provide
the best apperance of
campus."

AOEYINKA WILLIAMS
FRESHMAN, FILM
PRODUCTION

"Yes, they go hand in
hand, depending on
the situation."

RONALD NGATUNI
FRESHMAN, COMPUTER
SCIENCE

"There is freedom of
speech in the U.S., but
papers should have
limitations."

' ot too long ago, actorturned-activist Harry
Bellefonte made a ludicrous statement that President
Bush is the "world's greatest
terrorist."
Now another leader in the civil
rights movement is cracking up.
On Monday, I ouis i-.u i.ikhan.
leader of Islam and outspoken
civil rights activist, delivered his
State of the Black Union address
at the Prominent AfricanAmericans and Development of
the Black Agenda forum.
The speech was supposed
to touch on issues within the
black community and delineate
the battles that blacks face. But
instead of focusing on these
important issues, Farrakhan
decided that it was the perfect
occasion to tell people how
much he hates America.
In his speech he stridently
decried that. "America must be
burned! America is no good at
all. Can't you see
the house is burning? The house
must burn."
On and on he
pontificated about
whyAmericaisthe
land of sin, with
nary a mention of
civil rights in his
address. But when
Farrakhan finally
did touch on the
issue —at the
end of his speech
— this is what he
had to say to all his African
American brothers and sisters:
"Continue to live the way you
were trained, a loveless Negro
that can't do what my sister
said, see the problem and plan
for it, because you're reactive,
because you're not mentally
alive yet."
If men like Farrakhan truly
cared about making progress
then perhaps they ought to
push to change Black History
Month to Black Progress Month
next year and actually start
measuring successes rather
than inciting hatred.
If they did, they would see
that black people have made
significant strides in all fields
from medicine to sports.
Individuals like Condoleezza
Rice, Colin Powell, Clarence
Thomas and Barack Obama
show that progress has been
made and times have changed.
Yet while some individuals
are working hard to pursue
Martin Luther King's dream,
guys like Farrakhan are using
terminology like "loveless
Negros" as a bitter afterthought

cl>

DAN
LIPIAN

Opinion Columnist

to anti-American tirades. How
is this going to help the cause of
civil rights?
Sadly, we should expect nothing less from Farrakhan.
Over the years he has
referred to lews, Palestinian
Arabs and Asians as "bloodsuckers" and has said, "murder and lying comes easy for
white people." He also had the
audacity to refer to Adolf Hitler
as "a very great man" who
'rose Germany up from nothing." Let's not forget about his
absurd allegations that there
was a deliberate sabotage of the
levees in New Orleans for the
purpose of wiping out the city's
black population!
And this man is one of the
proclaimed leaders
of the black community!
How sad.
Perhaps even sadder is the fact that
nobody ever hears
about these things.
Let me ask you
a question, fellow
readers: Did you hear
about this speech on
your evening news?
Your answer is most
probably a resounding "no."
That's because the media
does absolutely nothing about
these types of speeches, at least
not when a man like Farrakhan
gives them.
But I'll bet that if Condoleezza
Rice came out and said that
"America must be burned," and
called her people "loveless
Negro's" it would most certainly
be covered by all the major
media outlets and given a negative slant.
As long as Farrakhan and
other ideologues continue to
engage in virulent politicization of black awareness issues
and as long as the media does
nothing about it, the civil rights
movement will never completely succeed and blacks will
continue to be forced to look
back on where they were forty
years ago, instead of being optimistic of exactly how far they
have come.
Perhaps that's what these
political hacks want, but 1 sure
don't think any of us do.

'Farrakhan
decided
that it was
the perfect
occasion to
tell people
how much
he hates
America."

Send comments to Dan at
dlipian@bgsu.edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
LettfTs to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induced for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenevvs@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor^ or "Guest Columa"Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Officials: GovL unprepared

NATION

Bush, homeland chief
disregard warnings
from disaster experts

Hussein says trial
was fully justified

BRIEFING
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Iraqi bombings
bring 30 deaths
BAGHDAD.Iraq—Bombings
in Baghdad killed 26 people
and four others died when
mortar rounds slammed
into their homes in a nearby
town yesterday, the second
day of violence after authorities lifted a curfew that briefly calmed sectarian attacks.
A spokesman for the powerful Association of Muslim
Scholars blasted the Shiiteled government for failing to protect Iraqis, and
he urged Sunnis to defend
their mosques.

By Margaret Ebrahim
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - In dramatic
and sometimes agonizing terms,
federal disaster officials warned
President Bush and his homeland
security chief before Hurricane
Katrina struck that the storm
could breach levees, put lives at
risk in New Orleans' Superdome
and overwhelm rescuers, according to confidential video footage.
Bush didn't ask a single question during the final briefing
before Katrina struck on Aug.
29, but he assured soon-to-bebattered state officials: "We are
fully prepared."
The footage — along with
seven days of transcripts of briefings obtained by The Associated
Press — show in excruciating
detail that while federal officials anticipated the tragedy
that unfolded in New Orleans
and elsewhere along the Gulf
Coast, they were fatally slow to
realize they had not mustered
enough resources to deal with

Like to find
mistakes? Be a
copy editor.
E-mail:
thenews
@
bgnews.com

the unprecedented disaster.
linked by secure video, Bush
expressed a confidence on Aug.
28 that starkly contrasted with the
dire warnings his disaster chief
and numerous federal, state and
local officials provided during the
four days before the storm.
A top hurricane expert voiced
"grave concerns" about the levees
and then-Federal Emergency
Management Agency chief
Michael Brown told the president and Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chertoff that
he feared there weren't enough
disaster teams to help evacuees
at the Superdome.
"I'm concerned about ... their
ability to respond to a catastrophe within a catastrophe." Brown
told his bosses the afternoon
before Katrina made landfall.
Thewhitc House and Homeland
Security Department urged the
public Wednesday not to read loo
much into the video fcxitagc.
"I hope people don't draw
conclusions from the president
getting a single briefing." presidential spokesman Trent Duffy
said, citing a variety of orders and
disaster declarations Bush signed
before the stonn made landfall.
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Homeland Security spokesman Russ Knocke said his
department would not release
the full set of videotaped briefings, saying most transcripts
from the sessions were provided to congressional investigators months ago.
"There's nothing new or
insightful on these tapes,"
Knorke said. "We actively participated in the lessons-learned
review and we continue to participate in the Senate's review
and are working with them on
their recommendation."
New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin.
a critic of the administration's
Katrina response, had a different

take after watching the footage
Wednesday afternoon from an
AP reporter's camera.
"I have kind a sinking haling
in my gut right now," Nagin viid.
"1 was listening to what people
were saying — they didn't know,
so therefore it was an issue of a
learning curve You know, from
this tape it looks like everybody
was fully aware."
Some of the footage and transcripts from briefings Aug. 25-31
conflicts with the defenses that
federal, state and local officials
have made in trying to deflei I
blame mid minimize the political fallout from die failed Katrina
responsc"bureaucracy."

BRIEFING
THt ASSOCIATED PRESS
l(\i;i IDAD—Saddam Hussein
said in a defiant courtroom
confession yesterday that lie
ordered the Dill of 148 Shiites
who wvre later exixuted, and
arranged for the Battening of
their palm grews and farms. I li
slid he had the right to do so
because they were suspected
ot Dying (o kill him. "Whare Is
die crime? Wliere is tlie crime?"
Saddam asked. "If trying a suspect arxund of Aoodng at a

head of stale

no matter what

his name is — is consklercd a
crime, thin you liaw the I U-.KI of
slate in vnur hands. Irvhim."

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...
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Campbell Hill Apartments - two bedrooms townhouses
Ridge Manor Apartments - two bedroom townhouses
Frazee Avenue Apartments - two bedroom apartments
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AND FACULTY
SAVE
AN EXTRA 10%
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Chassis Lubs
FREE
Fluid 'Top-off»'
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Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

Find More Coupons @ thetfreman.com
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Unlimited '
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The Office of Residence Life
Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

/^CA
Management Inc.
11 ill.il.il. Apts.
I082 Fairvicw Ave
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
AirCondilion/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 bdrm./lnlernel special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

^@gCA
Management Inc.
Heinzsite
710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close to downtown

^fl&CA
Management Inc.
215 E. Poc
Eff. 1 bdrm / 2 bdrm-

Slarting at $255/mo
Laundry on site

15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

the following Resident Advisors and SMART Mentors
for achieving academic sucess and making
the Dean's List Fall 2005.

1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

352-9055

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N Main St.
or check website
www.meccaba.com
lor complete listing

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across (rom Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Brianne Barhite
Niggist Belete
Jamie Bell
Martie Bennett
Bridgette Benson
Kristen Boeshart
Stephanie Boyle
Jennifer Brewer
Chris Bruck
Adam Carroll
David Chapdelaine
Anthony Colarusso
Adriannce Croley
Kandice Cross
Aiesha Davis
Sarah Davis
Bethany Dewese
James Ditmer
Leah Domer
Summer Donaldon
Jeremy DuBois
Kristin Edwards
Candaee Ervin
Chris Fatica
Trevor Garrabrant
Thomas Gauthier
Aimee Golub
Penny Good
Jordan Grant

Stephanie Guigou
Melissa Haas
Hector Hernandez
Richard Hines
Patricia Hodge
Erin Hungerman
Jeremiah Jacks
Megan Johnson
Latushu Jones
Curtis Knight
Megan Kolhoff
John I.eciejewski
Allison Lee
David Leeds
James Longley
Remika Marshall
Magen Massey
Zachary Maynard
Danielle McPhillips
Amy Meister
Claire Metcalf
Denise Meyer
Matt Milosovic
Marissu Mizer
Sean Morrissey
Adam Murphy
Amponsah Nkansah
Jennifer Page
Danielle Page

Alexander Pal
Ann Poulton
Christine Price
Paven Purswani
Scott Richter
Jonathan Rinkinen
Theodora Kausos
Andrew Schetter
Jen Schuler
Shamrock Showier
James Sowers
Dan Stypa
Emily Sutherland
Kyle Swank
Sharon Szafrinski
Martina Tayek
Tomislav Ticak
Ted Troyer
Sarah Turley
Cara Turner
Victoria Vance
Dan Vandersomincrs
Latasha Walker
Kathleen Weber
Rebecca Weichel
Thomas Weiss
Rikki Wise
Kathleen Woerner
Yelena Yershova

BGSPORTS

MOPING

WORLD BASEBALL CLASSIC: INTERNATIONAL TOURNEY KICKS OFF TODAY

Trio of swimmers
receive MAC honors

THURSDAY

ITirceBG swimmers were selected lo the Academic All-MAC team.
Kara Ohngren. lessica Guinness
and liana Schuliz were honored
lor their work in the classroom
and in competition for the second
consecutive season.
A student-athlete must have at
least a 3.20 cumulative Cil'A and
compete in at least 50 percent of
the contests from the season.

March 2,
2006
••••
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Artistry, on-field and off
Casey brought BG a
championship, has
had screen success

By Jessica dueling
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

When Bemie Casey was a student
at Bowling Green State University
in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
he was a permanent fixnrre in the
audience of the Cla-Zel movie theater in downtown Howling Green.
Occasionally he would turn to his
football teammate and longtime
friend Charles Comer during a
show and say. "1 know I can act
that good. I know it."
'"! thought it was just idle conversation," Comer said. "But come
to think, he could and he lias."
Idle plans have been few and
far between in Casey's life. If he
says he is going to cki something
— play football, act, paint, educate, write — he has.
Casey was an All-American footliall player for the BCSU falcons
and continued his career in the
Nit. I le earned a bachelor of arts
and a master of fine arts degree
at BGSU, acted in 55 motion pictures, held 40 individual an exhibitions around the world to showcase his paintings, and is a published author and poet, lust in case
anyone might still think the man
is a slacker, (iisey also served as
chairman of the board of trustees
for 20 years at the largest university
of art and design in the country,
The Savannah College of Art and
Design, where he was given an
honorary doctorate degree.
"He's been a Renaissance man,
a man who could do a lot of things
and do them all well," (inner said.
Casey was bom June 8. ia39 in
Wyco, West Virginia and graduated
from Columbus Fast I ligh School
in Ohio. I lis friendship with Comer
began at age 10, when their mothers sang together in the church
choir. The two participated in football, basketball and track together
through junior high and high
school and both came to BGSU to
play football where they became
known as the "touchdown twins"
Comer said Casey hasn't changed
much during their 50-plus years
of friendship.
"He was just about the way he

Players look
forward to
competition
at Classic
By Ronald Blum
Tut ASSOCIATED PRESS

TAMPA, Fla — So, if need be,
would Bemie Williams take out
Derek leter at second base in the
World Baseball Classic?
"Better get down, buddy!"
leter yelled playfully at his New
York Yankees teammate yesterday, one day before they turn in
their pinstripes and head to their
national teams.
leter will put on the red. white
and blue for the U.S. team and
Williams will play for Puerto Rico.
They'll he among 150 or so major
leaguers suiting up in the 16nation tournament, which begins
tonight U.S. time in Tokyo, when
South Korea plays Taiwan and
Japan meets China.
Williams doesn't know whether he'd barrel into leter in the
late innings.
"Ill have to use a lot of caution,"
Williams said. "I lopefulry, the situation will not come."
It's hard to forecast whether
players, still getting back into
baseball shape, will treat these like
spring training games, postseason
pressure-cookers or something
in between.
Yet it sure will be neat to see
CLASSIC, PAGE 7

"You look at him, what he'sdone
is now — all business, very serious
about everything he did," Comer on the court, on the field, in the
said of young Casey. "He has a ter- movies and just how he carries
rific sense of humor, but a very dry himself and that's going to break
down stereotypes," Comer said.
sense of humor."
Seelinger added that Casey
Casey came to BGSU on a
football scholarship and led his brought BCiSU a lot of positive
team to a 'small college' cham- publicity in a time of racial tenpionship during an undefeated sion.
"At the time he was one of the
1959 season.
"If he was playing now, he'd premier players in the MAC and
be considered a very big guy at he was a black athlete," Seelinger
wide receiver and still lied be fast said. "His success and the way he
— he had Olympic speed." associ- conducted himself was an asset to
ate BGSU athletic director Scon a university who wanted to break
Seelinger said. "He was such a down the barriers and encourage
racial harmony."
physical specimen."
But Casey believes there has
Casey has since been recognized for his collegiate success by not been nearly enough progress
beinginductcd intothe BGSU and in creating that racial harmony in
our country.
the Mid-American
"America first of
Conference
halls "His success
all needs to be honof fame. However,
and
the
est; we have never
despite his success,
way he
been. We are a racist
Casey's memories
nation," Casey said. "I
of BGSU are marred
conducted
think if we are honby racism.
himself
was
est and say those are
"It was a difficult
our problems we can
journey," Casey said
an
asset
to
begin to repair them."
of his college years.
a
university
After four success"It was wonderful
because I got to go to who wanted ful hut poignant seasons at BGSU, Casey
college. This little black
to break
was drafted to the
kid from Columbus,
Ohio and I got to go
San Francisco 49'ers
down
as the ninth pick
to college. But I had
barriers..."
of first round in the
no idea dial BG was so
1961 draft; the highcritically Caucasian."
SCOn
SEELINGER,
est a BGSU player has
It was difficult for
ASSOCIATE
A.D.
ever been drafted in
Casey to get off-camthe NFL He played
pus housing because
of his race, and Comer added that with the Niners for six seasons and
they were turned away from local then took his talents south to the
barbershops because the barbers LA Bams for two subsequent seasaid they didn't know how to cut sons.
Casey had always been inter"you people's hair."
"There were about 5.000 stu- ested in acting but it was after he
dents and about 100 black peo- was traded to the Rams and found
ple," Casey said. "And no one from himself in the heart of Hollywood
Uiat he started seriously pursuthe town was black."
Being the "BMOC" — Big Man ing it And in 1968 he starred in
on Campus—because of his foot- his first movie, "The Guns of the
ball success helped, but that didn't Magnificent Seven."
Today, almost 40 years later,
stop one of Casey's professors
from telling his class he'd never Casey is still acting and just finished filming a movie due out
give a black student above a 'C
"There were a lot of little inci- this spring, lie has worked with
dents," Casey said. "I was not a real a long list of acclaimed actors
including Sean Connery, Bun
happy camper."
However, Comer said Casey Reynolds, Charlton Ileston and
has broken down some of those lolvn Travolta
"1 was bitten by the bug as they
racial stereotypes simply through
say," Casey said. "1 loved it, so I
his example.

HOCKEY

leers travel
to Omaha
for three
game series
First round action of
CCHA playoffs kicks
off this weekend
By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

his artwork include Quincy Jones,
Maya Angelou. Bun Reynolds,
Bill Russell and football legend
lim Brown.
"It is a good fortune of God's
blessing when your dreams are
realized," Casey said. "I always
wanted to be an artist and I am."
Casey has also spread his love
of art to students while serving as
chairman of the board at Savannah
(xillcge of Art and Design by traveling the world recruiting students

It's been five seasons since
the Falcon hockey team last
won a first round Central
CollegiateHockey Association
playoff series.
In that 2000-01 season, the
llth-seeded Falcons traveled
to 2nd-seeded Miami and
pulled off a two-game sweep
of the Redl lawks to win the
best-of-three first round series
before advancing all the way
to the CCI1A semifinals. Since
then, die Falcons have gone 0-8
in the first round of the playoffs
and have been swept in their
last four playoff series, including last year's home-ice series
against Alaska-Fairbanks.
This year, the 12th-seeded
Falcons will once again take
to the road in the first round
as they head to fifth-seeded
Nebraska-Omaha for a first
round best-of-three series
starting tomorrow night. Faceofrs are set for 8:05 pm. with a
game at the same time Sunday
if needed.
Unlike previous years, the
playoffs will be different as the
top four teams get first round
byes and will host the first
round winners in another bestof-three series before going to
single elimination in the semifinals. Previously every team participated in the first round with
the top two advancing teams
getting second round byes and
it was single elimination starting with the quarterfinals.
"looking at the top four
seeds not playing (first round]
it lends a totally different look
to the playoffs," BGSU coach
Scott Much said of the new
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Photo Provided
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST: Bernie Casey was an All-American at BG in
the 1950s, then went on to careers on-screen and in the classroom.

kept pursuing it."
Despite his success in football
and acting, Casey's one true passion is art
"I've always been an artist,
and that is dearest to my heart;
that's what all my degrees arc
in," he said.
His paintings explode with
vibrant colors and many include
quotes such as "Before the butterfly became a butterfly, it was a
worm; change is a possibility" and
"It is not how tall you are; it is how
tall you stand; learn." Collectors of

MEN'S BASKETBALL

BG loses sixth straight
Miami wins at BG for first time since '96
By John Turner
REPORTER

It's been one decade since
Miami came into BGSU and
left with a win, but that didn't
stop the RedHawks in a 73-59
rout of the Falcons last night at
Anderson Arena.
The loss drops BG's record
to 9-19 overall and just 5-12
in Mid-American Conference
play. This is the team's sixth
loss in as many games and third
consecutive loss to Miami.
Miami 117-9, 13-4 MAC)
led by as many as 16 until BG
heated up in die second half.
Martin Samarco hit a 3-pointer
and a tough lay-up on backto-back possessions midway
through the half to pull the
lalcons to within three. At the
8:50 mark, lohn Floyd got to the
free-throw line and made it a
one-point game.
"I knew Bowling Green would
make a run, they do it against
everyone that comes in here,"
said Miami coach Charlie Coles.
That would be as close as
BG would come to victory in
uiis game. In a giant swing of
momentum in favor of the
Red Hawks, Floyd had the ball
stripped from him after a steal

73

59
2

F

37 36
23 36

73
59

1
MIAMI U
BGSU

and Miami's Chad Trover hit a 3pointer in transition. The basket
put Miami up 50-46 with eight
minutes to play and sparked
an 8-0 Miami run which ran
through the 6:07 minute mark.
BG never recovered.
"We had a chance to win
a basketball game and they
made plays," said BG coach
Dan Dakich. "Troyer I thought
was the difference. Once (the
lead| gets to 10 it's kind of hard
|to comeback] with four minutes to go."
Miami forward Tim Pollitz,
playing just 40 minutes from
his hometown of Ottawa,
Ohio, scored 18 points and
brought down eight rebounds.
After the BG run, Pollitz and
the rest of his teammates took
control of the game by getting
more aggressive on offense.

"We started just attacking more," Pollitz said.
"Eventually, we stretched the
lead out."
Samarco finished as the
game'sleading scorer with 24
points, including nine from
behind the arc. Samarco is
now ranked eighth in the
country in 3-point field goals
made per game (3.621 and
ninth overall in 3-point field
goal percentage (45.6).
Mawel Soler was the
only other Falcon scoring in double-digits with 10
points. Soler was the lone
player recognized at senior
night — his final game at
Anderson Arena.
Even though they charged
back in the second half, the
Falcons were once again
unable to come out with
the win in a close contest.
Despite its ability to go on big
runs when it matters most,
the team is now just 2-14
when trailing at the half.
"Again, at the end of the
day we're short handed
in terms of guys that are
going to make plays,"
Dakich said. "It's kind of
familiar lament."

Jason Rintiw

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWBGrKVTC.COM/SP0RTS
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DRIVING NOWHERE: BGSU's Martin Samarco dribbles past a defender
to the Falcons' 73-59 loss last night. Samarco finished with 24 points.
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Casey keeps
occupied with
many hobbies

Strong play needed
at both ends of ice

CASEY, FROM PAGE 6

PLAYOFFS.FROM PAGE 6

and professors.
Today, at age 66, Casey still
lectures at universities on his
three main interests — athletics,
acting and art. He is also hard at
work on his next art exhibit.
"He doesn't live in the past;
he lives for the future," Comer
said. "It's hard to gel him to
talk about what he's done. He
doesn't believe in looking back.
His favorite saying is 'that bell's
already been rung.'"
Seelingcr said that although
Casey is one of the top athletes ever to attend BOSH, he
takes more pride in his other
(achievements.
"I got to meet him a couple
times and the one thing aboul
him that he wants to be known
for is his movies, and acting and
painting. He wants to be known
as a well-rounded person."
Casey simply doesn't have
time to dwell on past achievements, as he continues to educate, act, and paini.

formal. "I think the track record
of our league this year with its
unpredictability, setups for a
real interesting first round."
Interesting is the word lo
describe die Falcons' season, as
despite getting some big wins
against opponents (Michigan
and Ohio Slate] that hadn't
come in a long time, they found
themselves sitting in last place
after playing the top team in
the league very evenly for
six periods
But with the falcons only
securing one point in their series
against Notre Uame, they were
in dire need of getting poinls
against Miami. Western Michigan
saw the opportunity to move out
of the cellar they had been in a
good portion of the season and
did so stealing three points from
Omaha, as HCi saw a possible
point slip out of their hands on
Saturday with just four minutes
remaining as Miami went on for

Several players back
out of tournament
CLASSIC, FROM PAGE 6

Roger Omens pitching for the
United States, Ichiro Suzuki hitting
for lapan and David Ortiz slugging
for the Dominican Republic
The United States, the
Dominicans and the Puerto
Ricans figure to be among the top
teams in the tournament along
with lapan. Venezuela and Cuba,
the defending Olympic champion.
It's hard to see how teams such as
Italy, the Netherlands, China and
South Africa can compete.
Gene Orza, the chief operating officer of the players' association, persuaded Mike Piazza to
play for Italy. He tried to get Mike
Mussina, too
"I told him I'm not Italian and
nobody in my family Ls Italian,"
Mussina said.
The tournament starts with
Group A. which runs from Fridayto
Sunday at the Tokyo Dome. Other
players report to their national
teams Friday, and the three other
groups start play Tuesday after a
bunch of exhibition games.
Group B, based in Phoenix
and Scottsdale, Ariz., includes die
United States, Canada, Mexico
and South Africa Group C is in San
luan and has Puerto Rica Cuba,
Panama and the Netherlands.
Group D games are at Kissimmee,
Fla, and involve the Dominican

Republic. Venezuela, Australia
and Italy.
After each team plays three
games, the top two teams in each
group advance to second-nnind
groups in Anaheim. Calif., and San
juan. The semifinals on March 18
and the final on March 20 are in
San Diego.
Some players have backed
out. Mets closer Billy Wagner and
Cleveland pitcher C.C Sabadiia
dropped off the U.S. team yesterday and were replaced by
Washington right-hander Gary
Majewski and Yankees left-hander
Al Letter.
Boston's Manny Ramirez, who
just got to spring training jesterday, quit the Dominican team as
did Angels star Vladimir Guerrero,
who cited the death of his three
cousins last weekend in a car
accident.
"If a player is on the fence,
whether he's going to make a team
or not, I would prefer he stays,"
said I .os Angeles Dodgers manager Grady Little, who is losing lose
Cruz |r. to the Puerto Rico.
"It's different if you're IX"rek Jeter
or someone of that caliber."
Yankees center field lohnny
Damon, a member of the U.S.
team, predicted play would be
close to postteeaofl intensity.
"The last thing we want to do is
embarrass our country." he said.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
■ Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

Summit Street
•Furnished
• Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
■ Efficiences
$315/mot electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo ♦ electric

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW

GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

If your rjpnrment search or purchase of a home is going

NOWHERE
it could be...

DISCRIMINATION
We |usi rented the last open'"
m to have misplaced your application "
'Children not permitted to live hx

I/) ^

It could be housing discrimination-and that's against the law.
City of Bowling Green"
MIR HOUSIHO OFFICI
3 4 N CHURCH ST
(419|3S4 6221

If you ws|)ect unfair housing pri
contact your local Fair Housing Office

a 5-4 win.
IX-spite the setback of finishing in last place, the Falcons feel
pretty good about their chances
against Omaha as in November
they dominated much of the
weekend when the two teams
met at the BGSU Ice Arena. BG
swept the Mavericks 7-3, 4-3
as they limited Omaha's potent
line of Scott Parse, Bill Thomas
and Bryan Marshall to just six
total points on the weekend.
Parse is currently the nation's
leading scorer with 59 points,
while Thomas is tied for eighth
with 46.
"When we've had success
against ivarse's line it has been
because we haven't allowed oddman rushes," I>aluch said, "In
early November, we were successful against them because we
had the puck a lot and cycling
the puck will he our best defense
this weekend."
Since November's meeting.
die Mavericks have gone l(>-7-(>
and have been one of the hottest teams in college hockey. The
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LEADING THE WAY: Sophomore Alex Foster and the Falcons head into Nebraska-Omaha for first round
action in the CCHA playoffs. Foster is lied for first in the nation in assists with Nebraska's Scott Parse.

Mavericks are currently ranked
12th nationally and have a very
similar approach to the game as
do the Ralcona
"We're two wry similar teams,"
Paluch said. "In terms of the type
of leading scorers on the team,
the mindset each team takes to
the game and entering the sea
son with inexperience in goal."
Though their numbers mav

not show for It, the Falcon goallending has been solid recent!)
and what was once .i position
dominated by senior Ion I lorrell.
now seem- In be up for grabs
each night as freshman limmy
Spratt has blossomed in the latter pan of his first season
'Ihis is probably the best
stretch of the year weve had with
our goalies feeling good about

themselves and performing,"
I'aluch slid, h sets us up for
making a prett) tough decision
each night."
Hi; comes Into the weekend
13-21-2, while the Mavericks
come in 18-12-6 II H< ■ advances
the) willpl.iv ,ii( t IIVchampion
Miami in the new second round
best-of-three formal Mar.
10-12.

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

$200

OFF

Bring This Coupon In and Receive
$200 Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!
Some Restrictions Apply.

free internet •free cable "private bathrooms 'guest bathroom
•washer/dryer 'huge kitchen •deck •fitness room

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

You will miss us & our great food
over break., so come eat with us be-

'BARTENDING' jp lo $300'day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

The Daily Crossword Fix
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WAYNE FOR GIRLS
CMdrens
sleep away camp. Northeast Penn

Directors

High & Low Ropes

for

Team Sports.

ing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Pnnlmak
mg.

Batik.

Jewelry.

Photography.

7

Having financial difficulties
Good, bad or no credit. Fast
approvals, bankruptcy accepted
All types of loans. No fees.
Call today 1-866-361-5036 24 hrs
THE WORLD HAS HAD ENOUGH
oi hunger, injustice and war
An extraordinary, enlightened

Calligraphy.

Sculpture.

Guitar.

Aerobics. Sell-Defence. Video. Piano Oher staff: Administrative. CDL
Driver

(21*).

Nursing

Nurses

Sudanis).

(RN's

and

Bookkeeper.

Mothers' Helper On campus Inler
views

March

22nd

Select

Camp Thai Selects The Best Stafl!
Call 1-800-279-3019 or apply online
at www.cflrnpwaynegifls.CQm
Attention

Needed Ai Once to earn

S1600 mo No experience necessary
training

is

provided.

Immediate

available Scholarships & paid intern
ship programs available with this
company. Apply now to hold this position

Call now for interview. 419-

352-2069.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Camp Aldersgate hiring tor counse-

From Only $475!

lors, lifeguards, and other summer

On selected floor plans

H ^■3f

41

u

1 bdrm duplex, close to campus.
Excellent cond Aug 06-07 Pel allowed 239 Manville. $350 mo. 419352 9392..
12 mo avail.in May. W/D. C/A, 1 1/2
baths. 4 bdrm. 2 car garage.$1350
mo. plus dep 419-836-7674 or 419360-6060.
2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700/mo . utilities. 419-353-3855
3 bdrm. house. One block from
campus Avail May 06 W/D S AC
One year lease lor $1.000/month.
Call 419-787-7577.

lobs. Call Laura 866-627-4369.

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

3 4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo 640 S. Summit St.
419308-9905.

• Patio

30 day satislaction guaranteed.

■ Spacious kitchen

1 bdrm & studio starling at $355.

7 Cuban dance
8 Map

V

9 Solo in 'Star Wars"

I^B

1
LH"
B
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10
11
12
13
19
21
25
26

First victim
"_Zapatar
Idyllic place
Social outcast
Okinawa port
Sort of shop
Bison congregations
Give off

39
42
43
48
50

Continental cash
Kiln
Below to a bard
Christmas decoration
Perches

31 Tennis great

52
53
54
55

Neighbor of Nepal
Decree
Customary
Saintly haloes

32 Molt

56 Distributed the hands

33 Achieved a top mark

57 Killer whales
Bedazzles
Guitarist Atkins
Old Testament weed

29 Gray or Moran

30 Liver secretion

■•Houses Avail 06-07 Next lo BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry »C
3 bdrm 315 S 309 1'2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn
Apjs.1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
. More see Carlyrenlals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Apts. & rms avail now. low as $199
1 bdrm apt downtown BG. Nice.
small apt above a quiet business on
Woosler SI $250 neg.614-4256387

■■
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"
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For Rent

The

Sprmg Break & Summer work is

World Teacher is here to help
Learn more: 888-242 8272.
*Share-lntef naIional.org.

■

4?

Tennis.

Waterskimg. Sailing. Painting/Draw-

CR Entertainment Exchange
DVDs. CDs. Video Games. Audio
and more Buy. Sell. Trade
140 E. Wooster "Next to BW3s"
419-353-8273 (TAPE)

■

children and want a caring, fun onvi

Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Golf.
Gymnastics. Cheerleading. Drama.

Services Offered

I■

5 Meager
6 Eurekal

iH'J
■*

sylvania (6-17 8v13'06) If you love

Program

1

'

1998 Sebring convertible V6 Black/
black. 112k. runs strong KKB $4240
asking S3500 OBO 419-601-3242.

ronment we need Counselors and
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NHL goalie Dommik

2 Driver's about-face
3 Camera-ready copy
4 -presumed Innocent
author Scott

U

1

Gel Paid To Drive A Brand New Car
Earn S800-S3200 a month lo drive1
www.lreednverkey.com

pus Pollyeyes.

Classified Ads
372-6977

1
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fore leave. Pagliais Pizza and Cam-
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34
35
36
38

ACROSS
1
6
9
14
15
16
17
18
20

58
Make cuts
59
Agitated state
Nursery rhyme opener 60
Also
61

49 Trireme tool
51 Part 4 ol quote
58 Dramatic divisions

Causes pam
Circle segment
Refuge
Consumed
Expression ot confusion
Tolerate
Toyota model
Start of Evan Esar quote
Mistakes

Follow a recipe direc-|
tion

65 Female fowl

66 "Runaway"
Shannon

62 Call off
63 Stockings merchant

64 End of quote
67 Poison ivy's cousin
68 Chilling
69 Treatment for swelling

ANSWERS

22 Bikini part

70 Indian drums

B 1

23
24
27
28
33
37
40
41
44
45

71 Severe
72 NATO word

V

73 Narrow openings
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Touch down
Part 2 of quote
Wide shoe width
Single-celled animals
Lhasa _
La commedia dell' _
Sort of setter
Part 3 of quote
Susan Lucci role
Achy
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NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 3d St

VMVTI ICjvAM

I & ? Bedroom Apartments

N

t

□ n

Parking and laundry Facilities
Gas, Water & Sewer paid

Ihe "Blue House" 616 F St.
I & 3 Bedroom Apartments

VARSITY SQUi \RE
a partment s

135 N. Church Sl.
3 Bedroom House
FAMILY OWNED S OPERATED

419-353-7715 t=J
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S100 BACK

CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

M'i.^«JTJ««I7T7T»4SS&m33**tzHBfr r\ AH LAN
1-800-KAP-TEST • WWW.KAPTl-ST.fOM

CONTACT LUCK 419-354-9740

For Rent

BG Apts 818 822 2nd St
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 * gaselec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
www.boapanments.com

Female Roommale Needed CondoAshbury Hills. Furn. 3 bdrm. 2 bath.
2 car garage. W/D. dishwasher
$500/mo mil. incl Conlacl Hannah
(419)-490-3922 grad sludenls prel

LG 2 BR FURN APT. CLEAN. QUIET. CLOSE. AC. AVAIL. 8/15/06.
CALL 352-1104.

Subleaser Needed.
Big Spacious House.
$275 mo. • utilities. 330-701 -8575

Grad.'Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036

Grad Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
vwm.rjghighlandmgmi.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

LOW RENT/HOUSE
4 bdrm . 2 ba . A/C. W/D. D/W. $900
mo. May 06-07 835 5th. Excellent
cond Pet allowed 419-352-9392

Summer rmtes. needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms.. 2 baths. Close to campus.
$400 mo. incl util 419-262-1368

12 month lease only
OHice Open 9 3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Heat

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Hot Water

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Flexible Lease

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month Rent

1 Month Rent

Security Deposit

Winthrop & Summit Terrace im
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 1 0:00 - 2:00
419.352.9135

i^£ atm/AjcK^f /nemo.}
- (,—tv_- . v.. Uiw-,'vn*v*.fiiriinkf.(i>m|

<?«irmS/«- /2 4a:«--4M

Three Bedroom Houses
Available In August
232 Troup Ave.
217 Clough St
221 Leroy Ave.
226 Lehman Ave.
Call tor a complete list
419-353-2787
K(K Properties
427 Clough St.

Seeking 1 additional lemale roommate 3 bdrm. 1 5 bath, house on S.
Summit. Irom 8/15/06-8/1507. Rent
Is S350 month . utilities. Call Kristi
tor details at 419-494-6911

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2M- F

Subleaser needed, move now. Rent
paid to March 15. Apt. on Clough
St. behind Mytes Pizza Call
Marcelo at 419-308-1044.

LG 2 BR FURN TOWNHOUSE.
VAULTED CEILINGS.
SPIRAL
STAIRCASE. GARAGE. DWASH
A;C CALL 352 1104.

Sublsr needed Ibdrm . 1 bath 228
1/2 S College, apt J $395/mo
Tenant pays elec. gas $20 mo. Pets
welcome 1/2 blk Irom BGSU Call
Tricia 419 494 4300

Three Bedroom Houses tor Rent
12 mo. lease - starling May 06
453 S Prospect A - $690 * util.
605 5th St A - $699 * util.
609 5th St - $900 ♦ util
419 352 8917

TURR"-Fect r
for Pets!

• 114 S. MAIN: I Ine brriruom iinliirnlshid apt. above a dnwnluwn
biisin<-s.s tenant pays electric laundry in building.
• It7 CLAY ST: Large one bedroom unfurnished apartment, above business.
FREE ELECTRIC. WATER AND SEWER Tenant pays 130 per month (or unlimited gas usage.
• 212 LIBERTY: Cute one bedroom duplex, quiet neighborhood. Nice size yard and Iront porch.
• 233 W. MERRY ST: Large lour bedroom house, close to city park.
ZONED FOR FIVE UNRELATED PEOPLE.
•••H50.00 Pet DepAsit. Check our other rentals lor pet Irlendly homes.*"
VUD Our Only Office: Newlove Management
KB South Main SI. B<i (ill 13402 • i IIVi:::,_'-.i,_'u

NEWLPVE

Vtall Our Website at: www NpwloveKentals.com

'inthroolerrace com • email us winttirop@aerdenicli com

Rentals

Brand New for Fall '06

Exit 159 Corner of 1-75 and HI a:*4

All. STADIUM SKATING

PBrty mom »>«IUhlr far birthday
I HrmiiM

I Nil Cor tnrf.nniill.in
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
• FREiDOMlANDlBI
1404 30 710 945
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPC-ll)
' 00
3 105 20 7 3C94C
BIG MOMMAS HOUSE 2 tP0-IJ| 1.45* 00
NANMYMCPHEEiPCi
4 30930
BROKEBACH. M0UNTA1N<M| 1 00400700955
000GALIGI
1 0O30S5 10 7 15920
MAOEA'S FAMILY REL'NIONipG-lli
145
430700930
EIGHT lELOWlPC)
130415700940
DATEMOVIElPO-lJlt 153:20525 730935
CURIOUSGEORGElCl' O030S5107 1S920
THE PINK PANTHER (PCI I 45 I 30 7 00930
FIREWALL (P0-1JI
1 X 4 15 7 00 9:40
FINAL DESTINATION 3I«I
100 3105:20
7 30 9 50
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For Rent

Property A
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For Rent

Winlhrop & Summit Terrace
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4 bdrm house available May '06
WD. 2 lull baths $1400 mo
419-787-7577.

No Worries. No Hassle.
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419-3520590.

■ Pets welcome!

■

singed

I Mit \'

Deluxe 1 bedroom Apts.
• 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath * Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!

423*-«6l
I

ll Ml 1UII

tWMIAY-THntSDAYAIlSf.Ars.AIJ SHIlU*li.-,i
F*fl*MT<PrTfMrAUtto1%AUSra**A*.StJI
THE RINGER (PB-iai
5 10 7 109:20
FUN WITH DICK 1 JANE |rt-11|5 20 7 20 9 30
YOURS. MINE AND OuRSlFCiS 00 7:00910
HARRY POTTER AND THE OWLET Of
r*M|rS-1ll
4 15 7 30
CHICKEN LITTLE 101
510 710910
RUMOR HAS IT. (PS-Ill
5 20720930

<r^

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

Management Inc.
www.meccobq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
. — Stop by office for listing! —

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

1045 N. Main Suite 7B'
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
info@meccabg.com

